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I am here among you here to express my anger because it is growing inside me every day, it is 
growing because of the brutal racism and discrimination with witch the authority in EU and 
Germany distinguish between first and second class refugees.
I am here to blame this institution because I believe that every state has to follow the 1951 refugee’s
convention no state interests or the shameful Dublin regulation II & III. No state law above the 
international refugee’s convention, I believe that justice means one and justice is for all, because the
racism and discrimination we face is disturbing. 
I urge the EU and German government to fulfil their responsibilities. Respect human rights without 
the respect for basic and equal opportunity there is no development and human progress, so, stop 
introducing politics issues. Human rights are different do not use the issues of poverty, the fight 
against terrorism, or war and the economic crises to justify racist deportation of refugees and the 
daily exclusion of people who need protection.
Your politic feed racism and xenophobia you feed the growing hatred between EU citizens and 
refugees and immigrants your politicians create the war among poor people. This racism will cause 
great harm to the European Union. So, who will take the responsibility for this stupidity, which is a 
distraction and an unprecedented   challenge to the human rights of refugees and their life in dignity.
One of these racist politics that cause hatred and human rights violation is the Dublin regulations. 
We fled from the lawlessness and homelessness in Italy searching for dignity and protection but still
you want to deport us back and you claim that Italy is responsible for us, we say, but if the 
responsible is irresponsible?
The refugees here today and many more fled from dictatorship regimes, war , torture, and terrorism 
to save their life, now that they made the dangerous journey  to Europe  often across militarized 
border they still face death I mean the death of the ugly cold weather and the racist attacks by the 
police. We demand from the EU human right defenders and U.N.H.C.R. to conduct investigation 
fast, accurate and independent to make clear all human rights violation in Italy so that the German 
government stops deportation back to Italy. 
The only remains to say stop the racist deportation under the Dublin regulation, and give everyone 
chance for a dignified life, I know that the stick are in your cruel hands, but please do not be like 
our dictators in Africa.


